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WELCOME TO NEW COLLEGE
This Alternative Prospectus has been put together
by current New College students to give you an
honest and candid insight into New College life from
our perspective, showing you a side of Oxford that
you might not find elsewhere.
We know that choosing a college can be a daunting decision
(we all had to do it too!), but we hope that the information
we’ve put together will make it a bit easier. You’ll find
information about every facet of college life, read our
experiences, and see what we have to offer to you.
New College is conveniently located in the very heart of
Oxford city centre, meaning that everything is a short walk
away- though you wouldn’t think that you’re in the middle of
a city centre when whiling away sleepy summer afternoons
in the tranquil gardens with friends. We are also one of the
largest Oxford colleges, taking around 120 students per
year. Despite our size, however, there’s a strong sense of
community fostered by living, eating, and working together
in college’s fantastic accommodation, the 14th C Hall and
our large library. We find strength in our diversity- whilst we
come from different places and backgrounds, we’re united
by the important values of compassion and hard work.
New College is traditional in architecture, being one of the
oldest colleges, however we are proud to be progressive in
our views and values. Recently there have been Speak Outs
against mental health stigma and we flew the Transgender
Pride Flag, marking Transgender Day of Remembrance, for
the first time; New College has no stereotype and truly is a
college for all. There is a comprehensive support structure,
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both in terms of health and finance and we try our best to
put equality at the heart of our outlook. We are very proud of
the welcoming and supportive atmosphere here - something
equally as important as our sporting, artistic and academic
success – and all of this combined makes New College a
wonderful and exciting place to live.
We are best summed up by the motto given to us by our
founder, William of Wykeham, who founded the college in
1379: “Manners Makyth Man (Woman and Gender NonBinary Folk)”. This motto, one of the few in English and not
Latin, underscores the importance of one’s own achievement
and conduct in finding success over social background.

FROM THE WARDEN
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• Don’t be put off by my title. I’m called
‘Warden’, but I don’t carry a set of keys, or
hold people in detention. I try to be as open
and accessible to students as I can be.
• Our buildings are some of the most
beautiful in Oxford, and are shown off a
lot. But buildings don’t make a community
(though they are an enormously useful
booster where the ingredients for a caring community pre-exist). Please
try and assess us as a family of people and not just as a magnificent piece
of built heritage.
• I like to think we are intolerant of intolerance. The College has had a
long tradition of latitudinarianism in encompassing different creeds,
backgrounds, races, beliefs, and orientations. It relishes debate between
different viewpoints; and delights in both the traditions of the place and
in the stimulus of innovation.
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Of course, the best test for whether this stacks up for you is to visit,
or to speak to one of our current students. And I’ll happily try to
answer any questions (warden@new.ox.ac.uk) by email.
Best wishes,
Miles Young
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STUDENT
HOUSING
Our spacious, beautiful site means there is plenty
of space to house students: all first years are
guaranteed College accommodation. After the
first year, the remaining accommodation is fairly
allocated via a ballot.
The cost of accommodation, including an evening meal,
works out cheaper than many universities because you don’t
have to pay for a whole calendar year. At New College, all
students pay the same for accommodation.
New College is a great place for Fresher accommodation
as everyone lives together in the same part of the College,
which makes it easy to get to know your whole year and
means there is always something going on nearby. The ‘New
Buildings’ (built in the 1800s, so still pretty old!) which make
up the row of buildings along Holywell Street that overlook
the Holywell Quad will be your home for the year.
Rooms are allocated on a random basis and although the
rooms vary slightly, all are of a comfortable size and kitted
out with a desk, bed, fridge, wardrobe, lamps and a very
handy pin board. Nearly all have an en-suite bathroom, and a
lucky few have a double bed!
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First year rooms are all ranked in terms of quality, and second
year room choices are made in reverse order of this ballot.
Second year rooms are slightly more varied due to their
spread across buildings of different ages, but there are also
options with access to kitchens or en-suites. Some of the
best rooms in College are second year rooms. The ‘double
sets’ in the older part of College are particularly great: you
live with a friend and have a bathroom and enormous living/
study area as well as a bedroom each.
Fourth years are usually given accommodation either in the
College grounds or a minute’s walk away on Mansfield Road.
This is particularly helpful if you’re on a four year course with
a year abroad as it removes the stress of trying to sort out
housing when you’re not in the country!

With a few exceptions, third years get the experience of
living out of College. While in many other colleges, students
live out in second year, we think living out in the third year
is much better, as you are familiar with Oxford as a city
and have had much more time to decide who you want to
live with. There are loads of helpful resources provided by
college to help make sure you find a suitable house, which
makes the process much less scary!
Most third years live in the vibrant area around Cowley
Road, a few minutes’ walk from college, in houses of about
four to six people (though larger and smaller combinations
are by no means unheard of). This gives you a chance to
solidify friendships and make the most of having your own
kitchen and living area.
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FOOD & BAR
One of the most important aspects of college is
being fed and watered. New College has the oldest
dining hall, and one of the most beautiful, in either
Oxford or Cambridge, serving delicious food for all
three meals of the day. Recent refurbishment to the
Hall and underground bar (in a 14th century cellar!)
has made New College one of the nicest colleges to
eat in.
Breakfast, lunch and dinner are provided every day, with the
exception of weekends when brunch and dinner are served
instead. All meals are subsidised by College. Breakfast and
lunch are paid for on a pay-as-you-go basis (lunch costs
around £3.50, breakfast prices vary depending on what you
take – a piece of toast is 10p). Evening meals are included
in accommodation costs paid at the beginning of each term,
although you can sign out of meals and get your money back
if you like. 3 nights a week, there is an option of ‘Formal Hall’
where dinner is served to the table and gowns are worn.
These are fun social events for the same price as normal
dinner in college. Our college bar is also a café by day,
offering an informal space to work or meet with friends and
grab a bite to eat.
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Every other week, New College also holds ‘Guest Night’- an
especially nice meal providing an excuse to get dressed up
and invite a guest (guests are allowed at normal meals too,
but this is more fancy!). There are also a number of themed
meals in College throughout the year; charity formals (the
annual ‘Sausagefest’ raising money for an LGBTQ charity is
always a success), barbeques in the summer and Christmas
dinner are stand-out evenings on the New College culinary
calendar. Although there is no kitchen access for first years,
second years have the option to have access when choosing
rooms. Rooms without kitchen facilities have a fridge, and
you can bring a kettle, so you can create breakfast/light
lunch type meals for yourself with some creativity...
The bar has always been known for being one of the best
in Oxford. It’s underneath our hall and has three ‘rooms’
on different levels, including an area that is a café by day,
which has tables you can work at with a cup of coffee and
slice of cake. The barman puts loads of effort into making
sure it stocks the drinks students want and the JCR puts on
plenty of events such as quiz, poker and live sports nights
when big games are on.
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DIVERSITY & WELFARE
‘Not fitting in’ should never be a worry when
applying to university. Fostering a tolerant and
relaxed atmosphere is very much a part of the New
College ethos, and all first and second years live on
the main college site, creating a large and friendly
community. A cup of tea and a listening ear are
never far away!
Welfare: In addition to the fantastic services provided by
the University, the welfare provision at New College ensures
there are numerous sources of support for any issues you
may encounter during your time as a student here. We have
two fellows whose job it is to specifically look out for the
concerns of undergraduates. Our wonderful Chaplain is very
supportive, and our College Nurse runs drop in clinics from
0th to 9th weeks from 9.45am to 12.15pm Monday to Friday
(except Wednesdays) and can be consulted on a range of
physical and mental health issues as well as minor injuries.
On top of that, the JCR elect Male and Female Welfare reps,
who, along with the rest of our student Peer Support team,
run fun events throughout the year and are always available
for an informal chat. They are trained by the University
Counselling Service and are there to ensure that, should
you run into problems - big or small - during your time here,
there will always be a friendly face to turn to. Welfare reps
are also responsible for being in charge of the New College
‘Cookie Fairy’, delivering cookies anonymously to students
who look like they need a cheer-up, as well as providing free
condoms and sanitary products.
Disabilities: Many of New College’s buildings were
built in the 14th century, and as such, aren’t the best for
disabled access. However, College staff and tutors will do
their utmost to accommodate your specific needs. Email
admissions@new.ox.ac.uk to see how College could meet
any requirements you may have. You should also check
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out the Oxford Disability Advisory Service (DAS) (www.
ox.ac.uk/ students/shw/das/), which provides information
and advice on the ways in which a particular disability may
impact on a student’s experience at Oxford and assist with
organising disability-related study support.

LGBT

Oxford is a very
accepting placesexual and gender
diversity is something
to celebrate here.
New College is
wonderful for people
of all sexualities and
genders, thanks to
its welcoming and
non-judgmental
atmosphere.
Undergraduates at
New College elect a LGBTQ+ rep, who is responsible for the
welfare and representation of all here who may fall under the
LGBTQ+ ‘umbrella’. Like other welfare roles in the JCR, the
LGBTQ+ rep is trained by the university counselling service
and is always available for a friendly chat if needed. The
rep also organises events, such as socials between different
colleges or dinners to raise funds for LGBTQ+ charities, and
publicises any University LGBTQ+ campaigns and LGBTQ+
Society events (oulgbtsoc.org.uk). The LGBTQ+ community
in Oxford is one of the most open and active of its kind
which helps to give self-confidence to anyone who needs it.

WOMEN
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The Women’s Officer is an elected position on the JCR Committee. It is
their role to ensure that everyone is treated equally, and with respect,
regardless of gender. The Women’s Officer organises focus groups on
tutorial equality, study groups for self-identifying women, as well as
promoting events that raise awareness of feminist issues.

BME

Oxford is a very accepting place, and your ethnicity should definitely
not be a concern when applying here. New College in particular has
made a lot of progress in recent years with regards to addressing
BME issues, by introducing a new Ethnic Minorities Officer - who is
trained as a peer supporter by the university counselling service - as an
executive committee position within the JCR, and making the annual
“Race 101 Workshop” for freshers a compulsory event. These are just
some examples of New College’s individual commitment to improving
understanding and awareness to make it a more harmonious atmosphere
in which students can live. The introduction of a specific representative
for the BME community has led to much larger awareness surrounding
BME issues and prompted an important discussion to take place,
acknowledging issues and dealing with them rather than brushing
them under the carpet. Since the introduction of the Ethnic Minorities
Officer, there have been events such as film screenings in college
and meals with BME students from other colleges. OUSU also have a
permanent campaign group CRAE (Campaign for Racial Awareness and
Equality: https://ousu.org/get-involved/campaigns/crae/) who arrange
university-wide events and produce the workshop delivered in freshers’
week which they also train students to facilitate. In addition, the university
has many international, religious, and ethnic societies, all of which you
get to meet during Freshers’ Fair, who put on a great variety of events
throughout the year.
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INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNITY
New College prides itself on having a multicultural student
body and our diversity is celebrated.
There is a designated JCR International Rep offering support for international students both before
arrival at New College and while studying here – from settling you in once you have arrived to
representing your interests in college matters. The International Rep is also peer-support trained and
always happy to help with any concerns.
We know that coming from overseas can involve a lot more organising, so the International Rep is there
to help with administrative stuff like opening a bank account or getting a UK SIM Card.
We have a thriving international social community, with regular events throughout the year such as
international film nights or socials with internationals from other colleges. The highlight of these is the
BYOB (Bring Your Own Brit) Dinner. This fancy dinner takes place twice a year. Every international
student is allowed to bring a British guest to this meal. The BYOB dinner has an intercontinental menu,
which is suggested by international students. This dinner is the ideal way to show off your home
country’s cuisine and to treat your favourite Brit to a delightful meal.
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COLLEGE FAMILIES
‘College Families’ are a special tradition
at New College.
Every fresher has a ‘Mum’ or Dad’, a second year who does
their subject. Second years tend to have ‘married’ someone
outside of their subject, which creates a ready-made family of
four, as well as much confusion when describing your ‘family’
to people from home! The purpose of this is to give freshers a
helping hand as they arrive, and build a support network which
lasts throughout your time at Oxford.

I’ve really enjoyed being
“a College
‘Mum’and we’ve been
on mother-daughter lunches
and for family meals.
My husband made me a ‘care
“package’
for exams with chocolate
and encouraging notes.
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OUR COLLEGE FAMILY
CAITLIN
3rd Year
Human Sciences

ZAIN

SARAH

3rd Year
Chemistry

BETH

3rd Year
Biochemistry

3rd Year
Human Sciences

JOY

3rd Year
Biomedicine

CHARITIES
HARRY
3rd Year
Law

EGOR

IMAAN
3rd Year
Human Sciences

3rd Year
Biochemistry

JED

3rd Year
Biochemistry

New College does a lot to maintain
its reputation as being a very
charitable college - we host themed
formal dinners 3 times a term, we
pay to send Valentine’s Day roses/
Christmas candy canes to each other
and we also produce a (tasteful)
naked calendar every year!
All the money raised from these
events goes to charities of the JCR’s
choosing - we donate around £2500
a term to both local and international
organisations that support a whole
variety of causes. The Charities Rep
makes sure people get involved
in the events that are run within
college, but also informs people
of the different ways that they can
volunteer in their own free time.
There are so many different causes
that need your support in Oxford
that there is definitely something for
everyone!
Volunteering can be a great way
to get outside the college bubble
and expand your social group while
really making an impact in the local
community. So if you’ve volunteered
in school and want to continue or
even if you’ve never volunteered
before, this is the perfect place to
get started!
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ENTZ
At New College we definitely believe in the old
saying ‘work hard, play hard’, and we have a
reputation for being a fun and friendly college.
By day, New Collegians can often be seen lounging in
the garden or playing video games in the JCR (junior
common room). By night many of us take to the dance
floors of Oxford’s various clubs, or chill in the pub with
friends. Popular TV shows usually get a good turnout,
with what seems like half of college piling into the JCR for
The Apprentice (or University challenge if we’re on it; a
couple of years ago we reached the semi-finals), and we
sometimes have film nights with marshmallows and hot
chocolate for a quieter night in.
We also host legendary ‘bops’ every couple of weeks.
These are themed fancy dress parties (such as ‘board
games’ or ‘when I grow up...’) in our underground bar that
allow everyone in college to get creative with costumes
and let their hair down after a busy week squeezing in
work around commitments to sport, drama, music, etc.
Bops are a huge amount of fun, for free, without having to
leave college!
The New College Boat Party is one of the highlights of
New College’s social calendar and takes place every
year on the river Thames. Picture everyone you
know taking a coach trip to London in black tie
and partying out on deck as you float beneath
Tower Bridge at sunset on a warm summer’s
evening. There’s always plenty of entertainment
- previously, a jazz/swing band and the a capella
group ‘Out of the Blue’ have provided music,
and last year we had a casino - it is always a
fantastic occasion.
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New College is one of the few colleges to have a
Commemoration Ball, which takes place every three years.
This is bigger, better and far more lavish than ‘ordinary’
Oxford balls! Tickets to this white-tie spectacular are
coveted by students across the university (though as a
student here you’re guaranteed entry). No expense is
spared and previously we have had big names such as the
Fratellis and Dizzee Rascal performing, as well as a funfair
installed in the garden. All the details are kept secret
until the night, but we can promise it will be a night to
remember!
The last weekend of the year we host a garden party in our
beautiful gardens, taking advantage of being able to walk
on the grass! In addition to plentiful refreshment - there is
always a barbecue, free ice cream and plenty of Pimm’s there are features such as a candy floss machine, inflatable
laser quest, and a bouncy castle to name just a few. This is
a great way to celebrate finishing the summer term!
New College also owns a chalet in the French Alps, and
sends two parties of around 15-20 students each year to
read, walk, eat, drink, and generally relax. It also affords
a fascinating glimpse into history, as each party has left
an extensive diary entry about what walks they went on,
what books were read and other activities. These diary
entries are all kept in the chalet and go back to 1864!
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MADD

MUSIC
ART
DRAMA
DANCE

Whether it’s Music, Art, Drama or Dance that tickles your
fancy, New College is an amazing place to either expand on
current interests, develop new ones, or just try something out.
It isn’t for nothing that New College has a world-wide reputation for
music - unsurprisingly, then, it’s one of the best colleges for those with a
taste for music: the chapel choir is world-renowned, the angelic voices
of the choral scholars often wafting across the quad; the choral scholars
also have their own A Capella group, ‘the New Men’, melting the hearts
of anyone hearing them; the mighty New College Music Society (NCMS)
hosts a huge array of groups and events. If you’re instrumentally
inclined, the New College Orchestra is the place to be, while vocal
enthusiasts have a non-auditioning choir, the Wykeham Singers. NCMS
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At the heart of MADD at New College lies Bryce’s Coffee
House, which is a relaxed performance evening held a few
times a term in the bar. Everyone – solo musicians, jazz
groups, beat poets, actors, comedians – is encouraged to
give it a go, and it’s a great opportunity to show your inner
Creative in a supportive, chilled-out environment. This is all
but to name a few of the things going on around New College
- there’s weekly salsa and yoga classes, fortnightly film society
evenings, termly pottery mornings, an annual Arts’ Week;
groups are constantly rehearsing in our band room; there’s
almost always a play or film being directed or produced by
a New College student. If you’re looking for one of Oxford’s
cultural and creative hubs, New College is the place to be.
also organise recitals in some of the most beautiful parts of
college. We can boast several practice rooms as well as a
band room complete with a drum kit, keyboard, amplifiers
and microphone.
Following close behind the music scene, drama in New
College has gone from strength to strength in recent years;
the recently reformed New College Drama Society has helped
fund four separate productions in the last year alone. Even if
you’re not on stage or behind the scenes,regular theatre trips
mean everyone can get involved. In the winter, there’s usually
a Christmas Pantomime in the college dining hall, which is
always a great laugh, and in recent years has followed the
tales of ’The Wizard of Oz’ and ‘Mean Girls’. In the summer,
we often host plays in our beautiful grounds, including
the annual ‘Greek play’ (recent productions have included
‘Oedipus Tyrannus’ and ‘Electra’) and garden plays. Students
in their first year can also get involved in ‘Drama Cuppers’
(an inter-collegiate competition), which gives freshers the
opportunity to get stuck in, be it acting, writing, directing,
producing, stage-managing or doing tech.
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SPORT
Sport is a fantastic part of New College life for
many people, and whether you’re a keen athlete
or are more interested in sport as a casual hobby,
New College has something to offer you, no matter
your ability. We have plenty of teams and facilities
to offer, and it’s a great way to meet completely
different groups of people and make new friends
throughout the college.
Perhaps due to our large size, New College is generally
quite strong in sport, with many of our teams performing
particularly well in the top divisions of inter-college leagues
in recent years, such as the women’s football team

reaching the final of the inter-college tournament and the
men’s rugby team winning the top division title. Many of
our students also get involved in a wide range of sports
at University level with almost every sport imaginable
catered for; New College students have earned Blues
representing the university in sports as obscure as korfball
and real tennis, as well as more traditional sports. The
JCR funds most of our college teams’ expenses, like kit
and equipment, and we’re also one of few colleges to
have a College fund that sports-people can apply to for
some reimbursement of expenses incurred competing at
University level.
We’re extremely fortunate to have access to our
own sports ground, located just a few minutes’
walk from the college. Our Sports Ground is
open all year round, with football and rugby
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pitches in winter and cricket and grass tennis courts in
summer. There’s a hard court for netball, tennis, or
basketball, an erg suite and a squash court too. We even
have our own vast pavilion complete with viewing balcony
for those summer afternoons watching cricket. In addition,
students can join the University gym and athletics track,
along with the option of a discounted pass to the University
swimming pool.

Croquet is also a great feature of the summer term at New
College, played on a lawn near the main entrance, and many
New College teams, of varying ability, enter the universitywide croquet competition.

Rowing is a particularly big part of New College sport,
with many students taking it up as beginners. ‘Bumps’
racing is a highlight of the summer, and drinks are served
from our boathouse on the bank of the Thames to cheer
on New College crews, and our top boats have performed
particularly well in the last couple of years. We have our
own fleet of punts on the river Cherwell, and students
are free to take a sunny trip up the river with Pimm’s and a
picnic to make for a lovely summer’s day.
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A DAY IN
SEB 1ST YEAR, ENGINEERING

8:00 Wake up and have a quick
breakfast before heading off the to
Engineering department.

9:00 I normally have 2 or 3 hours of
lectures each morning, with a longer
lab session once a week.
11:00 Cycle back to college, where
I’ll grab a cup of tea and some lunch
with friends – College lunch offers a
good value hot meal
.

13:00 About twice a week I’ll have
a tutorial in college, in which two or
three of us first-year Engineers will
work through a problem sheet with
a tutor and address any problems we
had. We also get marks and feedback
on last week’s sheets.
15:00 I’ll normally start working on
the material for my next tutorial; it’s
important to stay on top of them, as
they take a while (we’re advised 10
hours) to complete. Often, a group
of us will work together in the study
space or in the bar over a coffee.
18:00 Dinner is a great opportunity
to relax and catch up with friends.
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There’s the option of ‘formal hall’
three times a week, which is a longer
sit-down meal where everyone wears
gowns and can bring a bottle of wine.

19:30 I’m a bassoonist and play in
the university orchestras, so have
rehearsals three times a week. For me,
it’s a good way to do something not
work-related and meet people from
other years and colleges, as well as
play some really fun music!
22:30 Once back in college, I’ll
generally relax with friends, or prepare
any work for the next day before
heading to bed.

THE LIFE
CHARITHRA PPE

8:00 Wake up and go to the gym
(although very much dependent on
whether I went out the night before).

10:00 We have lectures most days
of the week at the public exam hall;
otherwise I’m in the library or group
work space starting on my reading list.
13:00 Lunch! I’m partial to getting
a sandwich from a nearby shop but
often I’ll just make something in my
room. I generally don’t eat in hall,
but they do offer a wide selection of
food. I try to be social during my lunch
break, often eating with friends.
14:00 Return to work. I library hop
for a change of scenery. My personal
favourites - the Bodleian Library and
Oxford Union Library.

16:00 Tutorial in College. Generally,
they last an hour but can go on for
longer, so I wouldn’t plan anything for
straight after. The structure of tutorials
can vary but, normally, we discuss
the reading and debate and defend
the ideas in our essays. Discussion in
tutorials is symbiotic between students
and tutors; it’s not a class so you have
to be constantly alert and engaging.
17:00 I tackle my problem sheet and
down a cup of coffee.
18:00 Economics class in College.
Class sizes are much bigger than
tutorial groups and the classes often
last longer. This is much more of a
teaching atmosphere than tutorials
which are more discussion based.
19:15 Formal, we have three a week
– Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday.
Everyone wears gowns and we get
served a three course meal – the food

is good! I try to go to as many formals
as possible because it’s a great time
to catch up with friends and be social.
Oxford days are often hectic so to
be able to sit down and have a fancy,
pleasant meal slows the day down. I
particularly like being able to purchase
wine from the New College wine cellar
– a definite Oxford moment!
21:00 If I have lots to get done, I’ll
go back to the library and finish off
some reading. But if I feel burnt out or
on top of my work, I’ll hit the pub with
some friends or just chill in the JCR.
22:30 I average about 2 nights
out a week, often Wednesdays and
Thursdays. If I don’t go out, I relax
with friends, or prepare any work for
the next day before heading to bed.
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INTERVIEWS
“I was quite nervous before coming down to Oxford for my interview, but actually ended up enjoying it; although I
stayed in college for two days, the interviews themselves only took up 45 minutes of that in total. All the interviewers
were friendly and aimed put us at ease rather than scare us! The rest of the time it was nice just chatting to the other
candidates, wandering round Oxford and making the most of staying in what I kept calling ‘Hogwarts’. I found it
helpful trying to have fun (such as going for ice cream with the other applicants) as it took my mind off worrying. Like
a lot of sciences, I was allocated one interview in New College and one at another college. At my second interview, the
tutor asked a relatively simple ‘starter’ type question for discussion then kept questioning me on the answers I gave. At
the time I found this really tough, but looking back, it was quite similar to how tutorials can be, where you have to voice
your opinion and thoughts out loud and be prepared to have a bit of debate; it’s not about ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ answers! I
left thinking I probably wouldn’t get in, so getting my letter in January was a bit of a shock!”
Hannah, Experimental Psychology
“I didn’t know what to expect when I arrived in Oxford but the student helpers at New College were very welcoming,
which helped to calm my nerves. I stayed in a room in college for two nights and each evening there was a group
outing or a film in the JCR, a great chance to relax and chat to the other interviewees. I had two interviews at New
College - one for French and one for German – each lasting roughly 30 minutes. The structure for each interview was
similar: I was given a newspaper article for each language to read the night before my interviews, and was allowed
access to the dictionaries in the college library so I could look up any words I was unsure of. Twenty minutes before
each interview I was given an extract from a text in the target language to look at. First the tutors asked some questions
about the newspaper article in the target language, and then we switched back to English to discuss the extract and
my personal statement. The interviews were much more relaxed than I had expected. The tutors aren’t assessing your
factual knowledge; they aren’t looking for specific answers, but rather seeing how you tackle questions you won’t have
thought of before. It’s best to relax as much as possible and to think of the interview as a discussion rather than a test.”
Amy, French and German
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MEET THE STUDENTS
Biochemistry
James Harvey (2nd Year)
New College is a great place to study
Biochemistry. We are really close to the
science area; it’s only a 5-10 minute
walk from College. Our tutor is always
a big help teaching us about all areas of
the course in our weekly tutorials. There are usually four
biochemists per year and we’re all happy to help each other
when we have an essay or revision crisis.
Biology
Amelia Holloway (2nd Year)
New College is a really exciting place to
study Biology. We’ve had some really
fun tutorials (including dressing up as
pirates, feeding ducks in the park and
writing essays on everything from bad
science to giant sperm!) which explore
exciting parts of the course and beyond. Tutorials are usually
in groups of 2-3 and our tutor makes a real effort to get to
know us all on a personal level. Every year, there is a New
College Biology field trip to the Cotswolds, as well as lots of
other Biology social events within College meaning there’s
lots of interaction between years.

Biomedical Sciences
Tierney Andrews (2nd Year)
Biomedical Sciences at New College
has one of the largest intakes with
around 3 people in each year (just more
people to ask for help with essays!).
We have college tutors whose differing
specialist subjects means that all aspects of the 1st year
course are covered in really good detail. The tutors are all
very welcoming and happy to focus on things you found
particularly tricky in lectures or if there’s an area that you’re
really interested in they’ll gladly recommend extra reading.
We have quite a few contact hours (up to 3 tutorials a week)
and more lectures than any humanities subject but we’re so
close to the science area (approx 7 min walk) that 9am starts
aren’t too painful! New College also has the Haldane Society
which is specifically for Medics and Biomedics and it holds
both academic and social events so you’re definitely part of a
subject community.
Chemistry
Annabel Lawrence (2nd Year)
Every day, we have two hours of
lectures, starting at 9:00am. I usually
cycle because I’m running late though
the lecture theatres are less than a ten-
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minute walk away from College. Twice a week, we have lab
sessions; these are 6 hours long and each week you get a
new project, there is a lot of guidance for each task. When
we don’t have labs, the time is free for private studying
towards tutorial sheets. Each week, you’ll have between
one and four tutorials, each roughly an hour long and split
across the subject divisions: Inorganic Chemistry, Physical
Chemistry, and Organic Chemistry, as well as Maths (though
only in the first year). You will have one tutorial for each
topic covered in the main lecture course, which is really
helpful. There are the exams at the end of the first three
years, and the fourth year is dedicated to a research project
in a department of your choosing.
Classics
Imogen Stead (4th Year)
At New College there is a thriving
Classics community. Each year group
comprises 6-8 students, with a good
inter-year relationship fostered through
the organisation of regular social events.
The College’s resources are impressive: two rooms
of the Library are dedicated to the extensive
Classics section, and extra classes are provided
in order to develop a thorough knowledge
of the Classical languages. Additionally, the
New College Classics play is performed
each summer, through which students
can pursue Classical interests outside of
the curriculum. Overall, the Classicists
make up a close-knit, diverse and
supportive group within the college
and are always keen to welcome
new students!
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E&M
Andrea Wong (1st Year)
Our tutors are dedicated to making sure
we have the best experience at Oxford.
The course is an ideal combination of
essays and maths-based problem sheets there’s more independent work, but that
also lets you balance all the other opportunities that both
College and the University have to offer. We have around
2 tutorials a week where we go through the essays we’ve
handed in as well as the weekly reading list, and we often
have some really insightful discussions. Management classes
and lectures are run by the Saïd Business School, which is
another great place for E&Mers to work and socialise.
Engineering
Embla Hocking (1st Year)
Our tutors are fantastic and are always
ready to help, and a reasonably large
group per year - usually 8 students.
Everyone who studies Engineering is
really friendly, and you get to know all the
years very quickly, through termly socials and ‘Engineers’
Dinner’ with them and all your tutors. Engineers have a busy
schedule, with 5 hours of labs, 2 hours of tutorials (in groups
of 2-3), and 8-10 hours of lectures per week in first year, but
the wide variety of subjects in the course means it never gets
boring and you always have something new to learn.
English
Georgia Barrett (1st Year)
My experience of studying English at
New College has been amazing so far!
English has a relatively big subject intake,
so it’s great having other people around
who can understand what the work is like
and talk through essay ideas with you. We also have really
good links with English students in different year groups,
especially the second years who also live in College. They
are very happy to get coffee, chat about tricky authors or
offer revision advice if needed! I also have three specialist
tutors who are very invested in our work, and between

them, the year above, and friends on the course, there is
always someone to turn to if you need subject-related help.
New College also has a great library with lots of relevant
books, but the College is only a five-minute walk away from
both the English Faculty Library and the Radcliffe Camera, so
there’s never a shortage of books or places to work!
Fine Art
Guillermo Pernas (2nd Year)
Fine Art is unique to the other subjects.
There is no time spent within College
apart from the occasional meeting
with the assigned pastoral tutor who is
more than willing to help out with any
problems you may encounter. Furthermore they are the first
point of contact for putting on the annual New College Art
exhibition. In the first 2 years you will have a weekly lecture
and seminar with group sizes ranging between 8 -12. This is
a great opportunity to interact with the theory tutors as well
as your peers. Tutorials are all done on an individual basis for
both the theory and practical component. In addition, in the
first year you will have anatomy lessons once a week. The
small year groups allow for a lot of interaction among years
due to shared studio space. New College being located
centrally means that commutes to the 2 arts schools are kept
short.
History
Peter Madden (1st Year)
As a student of history, I am well versed
in the dangers of bias and exaggeration.
Nonetheless I can confidently say that
reading History at New College is an
incredible experience. The variety of
modules on offer is mirrored in the student body – with as
many as 12 historians in a New College year group, we are a
diverse bunch and rank among the biggest cohort across the
University. Admittedly there are few contact hours, ranging
from 5-10 on a two-weekly basis, but in my opinion this
offers the chance to engage with reading and pursue your
own interests when writing a weekly essay. Tutorial groups
are small – as few as one and no more than three – and

there is intensely stimulating interaction between students
and academics. The chance to discuss and debate historical
issues with our tutors never fails to amaze me. In terms of
first-year teaching, most is conducted within the College.
New College itself is well equipped for the historian, be it
our dedicated history reading rooms or magnificent grounds,
boasting the city’s original walls. All in all, history at New
College is something not to be missed.
Law
Rebecca Withey (2nd Year)
I’ve really enjoyed studying Law at New
College. The lawyers here get on really
well with each other so there is always
an older student there to help you with
work if you’re stuck. The tutors are really
friendly and supportive, making sure that you’re coping with
Oxford life. Although you have to work hard, there is also
plenty of time left to do other things as well and no two days
are the same. Most of our learning is based around reading
and writing essays for tutorials. Some people find that
attending the lectures is also helpful as well as studying the
material yourself, and living just a couple of minutes’ walk
away from the Law Faculty is very convenient if this is the
case for you!
Maths
Charlie Hewis (1st Year)
The maths tutors at New College are
excellent. A tutorial is supposed to last an
hour, but Victor and Andy will continue
until you understand everything. They
will also respond to emails outside of
those times, , so if you have any questions or issues at
all, they are a fantastic source of knowledge and always
willing to help. Our mathematicians are an incredibly varied
group in interests, talents and social skills. Your peers in the
same year will be your main source of help for particular
problems, as well as tutors, but the years above will be able
to show you the bigger picture and give you tips for exams
and vacation work. Expect excellent tuition and plenty of
surprises if you study Maths at New College.
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Medicine
Madeleine Oliver (1st Year)
I’m going to lead with the fact that New
College has the shortest commute to
morning lectures - just a 5-minute march
down Mansfield Road. Also, our tutors
are really funny and friendly people (as
well as being v brainy of course)! The working environment
they help create is the most relaxed I know of. There’s also
the New College Haldane Society which organises great
events, allowing you to mix with all involved in Medicine at
New College. All this means that despite the understandable
stresses of Medicine, you have plenty of opportunity to
unwind and relax, and enjoy the beauty of your New (lol)
home.
Modern Languages
Julia Manstead (1st Year)
Modern Languages at Oxford is very
literature-based. You have weekly
grammar and oral classes, but also
tutorials in College, which tend to be
focused on literature and translation.
Having not studied English for A-level, I was worried about
the literature side of the course. However, this is the part
I now enjoy most. Whilst gaining valuable literary and
analytical skills, you also have the year abroad where you
can have the experience of working, studying or teaching in
a foreign country. I would recommend studying languages
at New College because the degree is so broad. It allows
you to study not only the language, but also the literature,
philosophy, history and politics of the country or countries
where the language is spoken.
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Music
Ellie Blamires (2nd Year)
We’re one of the larger colleges for
Music, with around four or five students
in each year. In addition to the worldfamous choir, New College also offers
a host of student-run ensembles to get
involved with. By Michaelmas 2017, we’ll be the only college
to have our own set of state-of-the-art practice rooms, which
will be equipped with one of the College’s four(!) Steinways.
Musicians in all years here are incredibly friendly, and there’s
always someone on hand to help with in the rare event of
an essay crisis (and someone to drag you along to a muso
crewdate when you need a break!)
Physics
Charlotte Keigher (1st Year)
New College is an amazing place to study
Physics! We have 6 physicists per year
and the Physics department is about a 15
minute walk, but you can make it in 10
when you’re late (I usually am). We have
2 or 3 tutorials a week, usually in pairs. Our tutors are super
friendly and approachable so you get the best out of your
time. But don’t worry we have plenty of fun as well! We have
an annual physics dinner with our tutors and socials with
all the New College physicists during the year so we have a
close-knit group to rely on (especially when you’re having a
mini computing crisis).

PPE
Harry Rawcliffe (2nd Year)
PPE is one of the largest subjects at New
College, with around 10 students in each
year. We have brilliant and supportive
tutors across all three disciplines, who
usually teach us in groups of between
2 and 4 - although we do sometimes have classes as a year
group. PPEists in other years are also always happy to help,
and termly PPE curries with all three year groups are always
a lot of fun! New College is well located for lectures and
faculty libraries- but New College library has most of the
books you will need. Our tutors also put on talks on a variety
of topics, which in the last year ranged from Russian politics
to environmental economics to Brexit. These attract leading
academics and professionals from the relevant fields and
always prove really interesting and useful as a supplement to
your studies.

Psychology (and Philosophy)
Luke Wintour (1st Year)
There around 6 Psychology or PPL
students in our year which means that
there are lots of people to discuss work
and go to lectures with. You will have
around 2 tutorials a week as well as
statistics tutorials. Some tutorials will be spread around
other colleges so that you can be taught by experts in the
topic you are studying. Hilary (2nd) Term will be hard work
because of Prelims but it is worth it for a relaxed Trinity term
where you get to enjoy the summer and start playing with
brains in practicals!
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GET IN TOUCH
Should you have any additional
questions relating to admissions,
the Access and Admissions
Administrator is always happy to
answer questions from potential
applicants, and there are lots of
different ways to contact New
College:

@





admissions@new.ox.ac.uk
/newcollegeoxford
@NewCollAccess
01865 279512
http://www.new.ox.ac.uk/
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